
Note on Merchanting Trade 
 

Introduction 
 
In common parlance, international trade denotes import by a buyer in one Country from a seller 
in another country and re-sale in his own country or export to a buyer in a third country, 
involving movement of goods as shown in the diagram below : 
 
 
 
 
   
 

                                                
        
                                                                  
 
 
                                                                                              
In the case of Merchanting Trade, the import leg and export leg of the transaction are 
completed without the goods actually entering the borders of the importer’s country.  Upon 
instructions of the importer, the seller delivers the goods directly to the ultimate buyer either in 
his own country or a third country as depicted in the diagram below : 
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For ease of understanding, buyer and seller is referred as Company. 
 
Company A of France places an order on Company C in India for supply of certain spares and 
makes payment for the same. Company C, which trades in such spares, then places a purchase 
order with Company B of Singapore and pays for it. This is the import leg of the transaction. 
 
It also requires Company B of Singapore to directly export the goods to Company A in France. 
Here one can note that the goods ordered with Indian company will not enter the boundary of 
India but will be directly exported to Company A by Company B on behalf of the Indian 
Company C.  This is the export leg of the transaction.  
 
FEMA provisions 
 
In case of a Merchanting trade, FEMA provisions are attracted since there is export realization 
and import payment to be made in freely convertible foreign currency.  
 
Reproduced below is the relevant extract from the RBI Master Circular No. 04/2010-11 dt. 1st 
July, 2010 on Import of Goods and Services, which is self explanatory.  
 
C.17. Merchanting Trade  
 
AD Category – I bank may take necessary precautions in handling bonafide merchanting trade 
transactions or intermediary trade transactions to ensure that:  
 
(a) Goods involved in the transactions are permitted to be imported into India and all the rules, 

regulations and directions applicable to export (except Export Declaration Form) and import 
(except Bill of Entry) are complied with for the export leg and import leg, respectively.  
 

 
(b) The entire merchant trade transaction is completed within a period of 6 months.  
 
(c) The transactions do not involve foreign exchange outlay for a period exceeding three 

months. 
 

 
(d) Payment is received in time for the export leg.  

 
(e) Where the payment for export leg of the transaction precedes the payment for import leg, 

AD Category – I banks should ensure that the terms of payment are such that the liability for 
the import leg of the transaction is extinguished by the payment received for the export leg 
of the transaction, without any delay.  

 
AD Category – I banks may note that short-term credit either by way of suppliers' credit or 
buyers' credit is not available for merchanting trade or intermediary trade transactions.  
 
Points to note 
 
- It is to be noted that exports out of India have to be realized in freely convertible foreign 

currency whether the goods are delivered from India or are delivered as part of a 



merchanting trade transaction explained above. INR payment should not be accepted under 
FEMA regulations. 
  

- As part of the delivery of goods by Company B in Singapore to Company A in France, 
certain export documents like their invoice, packing list, shipping bill and BL/AWB may have 
to accompany the goods. The exact requirement needs to be confirmed by the supplier i.e. 
Company B.  

  
- It is advisable to complete the Import Leg and Export Leg of the transaction strictly as per 

RBI regulations listed above.  
 
Export invoice  
 
Along with other documents export invoice to be raised by Company C in India must be made 
out carefully. It is advisable to include the following information in the invoice: 
 
- Name of the Exporter: Company C 
- Export Contract/Order No & Date (received from Company A) 
- Company C’s  Invoice No. ……………& Date…………….. 
- Description of goods, quantity, unit price, total price in INR or in Euro  
- Name of the supplier: Company B, with address (Singapore)  
- Port of loading: ……………………(Place in Singapore as indicated by Company B )  
- Port of destination: ……………….., France (where Company A is situated/receives delivery) 
- Payment terms ………………… (please keep C.17 (e) of  RBI circular in mind to ensure that 

import payment is made only after export amount is realized.)   
 
The advantage of Merchanting Trade is savings in Custom Duties in India since the goods move 
directly from Singapore to France without entering India. 
 
Above note is a humble attempt to explain Merchanting Trade in simple terms as we have 
understood. Any constructive feedback for improving the same is always welcome.  
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